Go beyond providing employees with physical work location flexibility with SPACE MANAGEMENT. Workers can virtually join colleagues in a physical workspace for real-time collaboration experiences that transcend both video meetings and traditional work management and digital workspace solutions.

SMART DIGITAL DISPLAYS AND WAYFINDING
Narrowcast timely messages, customized notifications and broadcast team conference calls and emergency alerts. Employees and visitors can get directions with distance estimates to other employees, meeting rooms, printer areas and more.

MEETING ROOM ENHANCEMENTS
Deliver comfortable, customized meeting experiences through data-informed insights that monitor lighting, energy consumption and HVAC air quality.

ATTENDANCE AND OCCUPANCY
RFID-enabled badges combined with real-time location data provide continual insights on attendance and occupancy. Facilitate team collaboration with real-time physical and virtual seat selection and proximity tracing.

CONTACTLESS ENTRY AND FOOT TRAFFIC MONITORING
Connected cameras and IoT device data enable visitor and asset tracking as well as entry, exit and capacity monitoring. Configure alerts for foot traffic, queue length and other metrics across all spaces for a better employee experience.

OPTIMIZED ENERGY UTILIZATION
Monitor energy consumption and use spatial analytics to drive operational efficiencies and cost savings across your organization.

The workspace is now anywhere and everywhere. NEC’s UNIVERGE BLUE SPACE MANAGEMENT offers the opportunity to create an intelligent, safe (physical, virtual or hybrid) environment which will enhance collaborative experiences.

www.univergeblue.com
EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE OF WORK

SPACE MANAGEMENT redefines workplace experiences by combining the benefits of flexible work location options with immersive, in-office simulations. This combination leverages the power of data and AI to embed health and safety. Additionally, it increases flexibility, security and privacy into every work experience while fueling productivity and collaboration.

Traditional work options are limited to in-office experiences, remote video and chat engagements and the use of workplace productivity apps.

SPACE MANAGEMENT blends these together with real-time simulations to deliver work experiences that are consistent and engaging across physical and virtual work locations. So, come and experience the Future of Work – today.

FEATURES

- Instant workgroups
- Birdseye perspective
- One-click interactions
- 360-degree walkthroughs
- Contactless check in with QR codes
- Physical and virtual seat/conference booking capability
- SaaS-based desktop and mobile application
- In-depth capacity metrics and productivity insights
- Consistent work experience anywhere and everywhere
- Progressive Web App – simple to widely deploy for mobile and desktop

WHY CHOOSE SPACE MANAGEMENT?

- Work more collaboratively – from anywhere and everywhere
- Fuel productivity and mitigate remote work fatigue
- Prioritize employee safety, health, and well-being
- Enable social connection

SPACE MANAGEMENT:

For a workforce that’s...

- More Engaged,
- More Productive,
- More Flexible,
- More Collaborative,
- ....and happier!

Native integrations: Okta, Microsoft Office 365, Zoom, Cisco WebEx, Skype ... and many more available!

Cross-platform availability: Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Edge
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